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INTRODUCTION 
The feeling is a familiar one to an o.ptometry student 
embarking on hi s/her fiFst semester of clinic. It is the 
anxiety the intern.experiences when he discovers bis first 
... . patient for the day -is not a high school cheerleader interested 
•I � 
in contact lenses, or a presbyope in need of new bifocals, but 
a 1oung, bouncy, four-year-old child? Quickly the intern . -
_searches _through - his old notes looking for clues about what 
>:·to d� for an exam. "Should I try to do phorias?" "What if 
� . 
he/sh• can not read letters� what do I use !or acuities?" 
"How do l do a number 191 or 16, or 17, or • • •  ?'* It quickly 
becomes obvious to the cl inician that the regular 21 point 
exam worked so diligently upon __ in "Procedures" just will not 
do for examining young patients. 
In hopes to relieve some of the uncertainty surrounding 
the children's exam, we have attempted to put together a standard 
sequence of testa--along with a recording form-- to be used by 
Pacific optometry students in their examination ot the three 
through six-year-old patient. Of course, ve Ullderstand tha t 
no single sequence of tests is completely adequate for all 
patients . · Unpre�ictable circumstances will often warrant a 
di fferent approach with some children. But we do want to give 
the Pacific student a good starting point from which to develop 
his own personal routine for children , hopefully reducing any 
fears he might have about examining children . 
Upon resear ching the optometric and ophthalmological 
literature concerning tests and sequences of tests to be used 
for young children , two gener al attitudes toward exams emerge . 
Authors are either unenthusiastic about examining children under 
eight years of age with anything more thari a five minute screening 
test, or they are eager to learn new and different techniques 
for finding out as much as they can about the young child's 
vision. 
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Optometric Literature 
The optometric view on the types of tests used in an 
examination of young children seems to be related to the attitude 
that the practi t ioner holds of.�w vision relates to the child's 
development. The first Tiew could be called a "sight-oriented 
view". It is primaril� involved with prescribing lenses to 
1 compensate for acuit7 anomalies • For the most part, the 
testing, techn.iquea are restricted to Tieual acuity tes t s, 
... 
retinoscopy at far, and simple screening tests !or ocular 
· : ' ·· ·' 
mobilit1, ophthalmoscop,7-, 'and external exami nation for the 
. - . 
of the e .... e. - · · -· C:'. -. -" ' ,,.. . 
t. _ .. :1 ... 
_ The second 'View, aad __ ode of fairly recent origin, Tiews 
a child • a rlsio111.aii�.''..,1au�1 '·�biii t7 as part. of the total body .. 
� i;.�- - --;". ' ,; .·. .... .:. �.-· .. . - ' . -: - > function. This attitude- considers a child as a� dynamic human 
,,. .. ;=r... � ._ ' .- r ""� 
organism 
,
and sees Tision as a component of the total organism. 
In the component model, eye and body adj ustment affect what 
a person sees. O�tometriats that hold this view want to find 
out as much as they can about the dynamics of the child ' s 
visual system. They are just as concerned with accomodative 
posture as they are with visual acuity. A great deal of interest 
rests in the efficiency o-f the Yisual system and its ability to 
react to demands on acco11111odation and convergence. 
The battery of tests these optometrists use is much longer 
than those used by holders of the first view and include such 
procedures as bell reinoscopy, stereotests, red glass tests, 
2 and others • This breed of optometrists believes that vision 
is learned or adaptable, and vision can be trained to be more 
ef ficient. To this end, the optome trist will use lenses, gui­
dance , and Yisual training to direct the development of a 
child ' s vision in.the right direction . As stated earlier, the 
bulk of the optometric literature on children's vision deals 
with this second view. 
Certain individuals have emerged as leaders in this 11vision­
oriented approach." The Optometric Extension Program headed 
by Dr. G. N. Getman has made available numerous papers as well 
as a manual dealing with techniques and diagnostic criteria 
for optometric care of childre�s vision. Dr. Getman is cer-
tainly one o! the forerunners in the area o! developmental 
; . ' � - ';: . 4 
'• 
I . 
vision--a term often used for this SHCOil.d view of chil,fr�rt' s 
vision-- and has written extensively on the subject. Two other 
optometrists have also gained national recognition in the area 
of ehildrea ' s vision. Dr. R. W. Lowry, a Pacific graduate. and 
Dr. R. J. Apell haYe written a book entitled Prescho9l Vision 
which outlines tests, diagnosis, and guidance to be used with 
joung children • .  Both men are associated with the Gesell 
�· 
Iii:stitute of Child !>&Telopment in Nev HaTen, Connecticut. 
"!hey have also written many articles on children� visiQD. • 
. . A third major source· ot information on children' a. vision 
�an be found in Vision of Children by Monroe J. Hirsch and Ralph 
E·. 'J!ck.. _,Again, both of these authors are well known for their 
written wQrk in varions fields of optometry. 
.
. ' ·;:;;. ,, .. 
Ophthalmological Literature 
The pediatric ophthalmology examination procedures are, 
for the most part, very similar to the "sight-oriented" 
approach to methods of examination for infants and young 
children. As might be expected, the ophthalmology emphasis 
is more on structural and pathological aspects. Hence, the 
following statements apply to both the ophthalmological and 
,t the "sight-oriented" optometric points of view, unless speci­
fically noted otherwise. 
Visual acuities should be taken first in the objective 
part of the exam, for legal reasons as well as for an indication 
of the refractive status of the eyes and/or to detect anomalies 
such as amblyopia. Charts for acuity measurements are used 
according to the age and intelligence of the patient. On 
infants (0-2'years), an optokinetic nystagmus response should 
be attempted to be elicited. Although the OKN response with 
a rotating drum is not very reliable !or acuity measurements, 
its prescence indicates at least some meaaureable acuity . 3 
According to Cohen, an ophthalmologist, there are four 
areas of the neuro�ophthalmology examination:l 
(1) Examine the pupils for direct, con sen sual , and accom-
modative reflexes. Perform the swinging flashlight test 
for pupillary escape. 
(2) Check visual fields by bringing in lights or shiny 
toys from the side and noting when the child first takes 
notice. Or have the patient count fingers in di fferent 
areas vhile maintaining fixation. 
(3)) Determine parietal lobe f'u.nction b;r checking for 
'extinction on double simultaneous confron'tation fields. 
An abnormal (assymetric) OKN response also indi cates 
anomalous pai'.ietal lobe function • 
. ·' 
- (4) Perform the Hirschberg test and cover test to check 
� ( . 
for muscle imbalances • . . . 
Good rapport .la tbe key_ to· examination of the child . 
• 
, 
_.) I 
� 1, , . , . 
Fears. of th.• exami'�ation �;t be'·alleYiated,. and the practi-
tioner� actions- and verbal and physical contact are critical 
to this . .'l'b.e examiner should make positive suggestions such 
aa "I want to show you something" and should avoid negative state­
ments like "This is not going to hurt." A special vocabulary 
should be used, e.g., red/green lenses are nchristmas glasses" 
and polaroids are "magic glasses". � 
Since the 1oung child can rarel1 tell anyone much about 
his vision, the case history is usually solely bet�een the parent 
and examiner. Particular attention should be paid to the parent's 
chief concern of the child's vision. Pregnancy or birth 
complications should be noted, and a careful family history of 
any ocular disease should be taken, since several ocular dis­
eases have a well-defined hereditary basis. 5 Resistance to 
infection is determined , and an1 medications needed to c ontrol 
behavior are recorded. 
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THE EXAM' 
The examination routine and tests we have chosen for our pre-school 
exam is tailor-made for Pacific Optometry clinicians. We have designed 
a routine that will comprehensively gather information about the child's 
refractive status at far and the ocular health of the eye. In addition 
we �ave included tests drawn from the literature to examine .the pre­
schoolers ability to fuse, to converge and diverge the eyes, accommodate, 
and appreciate stereo. Furthermore, all these tests can-be performed 
using equipment that is readily available in the clinic. 
The routine we are presenting is meant to be a starting place for 
Pacific students. There are many additional tests available, some re­
quiring extra equipment, that can provide you with more information about 
the child's visual system. We have included many of these tests in our 
paper in a section titled ''.Additional Examination Methods" for the student 
that may want to expand his routine. 
In designing our routine we have kept in mind one of the most im­
portant variables in a childs exam; time. This exam can be completed in 
about twenty minutes which is the limit of the attention span of most pre­
schoolers ( 7). 
As with any exam, before any testing is done it is first necessary 
to take a good case history. 
Case Hist_<?.!'X_ 
The case history is best taken out in the reception room with the 
parents while the child plays. This not only cuts down on the time you 
vill spend in the exam room, but also gives you a chance to observe the 
child under nontesting conditions. 
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The form we have decided to �se for our case history is an adaptation 
of one developed by Dr. Getman for the Cptometric Extension Program (2). 
• I As with most forms, the first part is reserved for the ch1lds name, add-
ress, phone number, age, etc. Receiving room observations are the next 
section. As the doctor sits and talks with the parents, he/she can observe 
the child at play. Observations made at this time should concern factors 
such as the child's posture and head position. Notice should be made 
about how the child walks or handles objects, as you make judgements on 
general coordination. Also make note of what activities the child is 
doing. Is he clinging to the mother or off on his own examining all the 
toys in the children's corner. 
During the case history is al3o a good time to gather information 
about hand and eye dominance. While talking with the parents get the 
child's attention and hand him a kaleidoscope (you can buy one in any toy 
store) to look into. Note with what hand the child takes the toy and also 
record what eye is used to sight through the tube. 
Our next section on the form deals with the child's ocular problems. 
A large part is set aside for the parent's statement of any visual proQlem 
the child may be having. Following this are two checklists; the first 
dealing with complaints the child may have that can be vision related, and 
a second dealing with observations a parent or teacher has noticed. 
Ocular history is the next area explored as information about previous 
eye exams and Rx's are recorded. The next th�ee sections are healtll related. 
Questions are asked concerning: family history of ocular related conditions, 
the general health of the child, and the child's developmental history. 
The last section of the form is reserved for school information. 
This section would not apply to the pre-school patient, however, including 
it makes the form handy for· use with school aged children also. 
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Before we get into the actual examination techniques we first want 
to present an overview of our routi�e and the reasons for our order. One 
big advantage to having an organized routine and an accompanying re�ording 
form is the time you can save. By having a routine and form you are 
familiar with, you can be set up anc ready to move on to each stage of 
the exam smoothly and efficiently. 
Our routine consists of the following order: 
1. Visual Acuity 
2 .  External Ex.am 
3. Ophthalmoscopy 
4 •· Keratometry 
5. Subjective Testing: Retinoscopy 
6. Entrance Skills 
7 .  Motor and Fusional Testing 
In the first four we are concerned with the health and the refractive 
state of the eye. The visual. acuities give us a good starting point for 
evaluating the pre-schooler's vision. During the visual acuities, ob-
servations about the external health of the eye and pupil response can be 
recorded. With a switch of instruments you are ready to do ophthalmoscopy. 
During this a quick evaluation of far vision can be ma.de by seeing how 
much plus can be applied and still allow for a visible disc. 
Now is a good time to bring out a "new and fascinating instrument", 
the keratorneter, and give keratometry a try. Follow this up with retin-
oscopy at far and by now you shoud have a fair-idea of the patient's re-
fractive status. 
The rest of the exam can be called �game time" as you occupy the 
child with whirling beads and fascinating prisms and flashlights while 
ev�luating the fusianal, stereoscopic, and motor abilities of the child. 
These are fun for the child which not only refreshes the child's interest 
in the exam, but also ends the day on a happy note. 
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And now for the actual techniques --
Visual Acui t:v 
The first step in our examination routine is evaluating the child's 
visual acuity. We recommend starting with near acuity because you can 
stand next to the child and point to letters and objects and help him 
become familiar vith the procedure. 
If the child knows his alphabet then normal Snellen cards can be 
used. If not, then an illiterate chart can be substituted. For near 
testing a card containing familiar objects (dog, telephone, etc) can be 
purchased from the bookstore. A reduced illiterate E chart would vork 
nicely too, if one can be located. 
When doing monocular testing, instead of holding an occluder over 
one eye, try using a "pirate's patch". These can be purchased from 
the bookstore and consist of a foam padded patch and elastic band. The 
kids enjoy wearing the� and it assures you of complete occlusion of the 
eye while freeing one of your hands to use for pointing. 
Testing at far is similar. You can use the normal Snellen slides 
for those that know the alphabet while additional slides with famil.ta.r 
figures or E's are available to be checked out at the clinic window. 
One piece of advice to follow in both near and far testing is do not 
give the child too many letters or objects to read at one time; confusion 
might be mistaken for poor acuity. At far, adjust the projector to give 
a vertical display of different size letters and see how far down the 
patient can read. Another technique is to ask the child to read the 
first three letters of each line. If the child is still havir.g trouble, 
then use the projector to isolate single letters or objects. Having one 
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of the parents stand at the screen and point to a specific letter also 
works nicely. 
During all acuity testing, watch the face for nonverbal responses 
such as blinking, grimacing, or squinting that could indicate difficulty 
in the visual systf�. Also during testing, record the type ot chart used, 
the ease with which the chart was read, and any pupil size changes noticed 
duting reading (7). 
External Exam 
During the acuity testing, the doctor can also observe the external 
health of the eye (6), paying particular attention to any redness or ble-
pharitis (7). At the finish of acuities it is a quick and simple matter 
to bring out your penlight and examine the pupil reflexes, and record the 
P.D. of the patient. 
Ophthalmoscopy 
At this point, the penlight is traded for an ophthalmoscope, and the 
health of the inside of the eye is evaluated. It is usually best to have 
one of the parents stand at the end of the room and hold a toy for the 
child to look at. Particular attention should be paid to comparing the 
size of the two discs. Also, note how light sensitive the child is, for 
this could be an indication of accommodation in play (7). Information 
on the refractive status of the eye can be deduced by focusing in on a 
clear margin of the disc and seeing how much plus can be clicked in before 
the margin blurs (7) 
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Keratometry 
If the child seems cooperative this is a good time to try keratometry. 
K readings can warn you about possible cylinAer or aniseikonia problems. 
A good way to hold the child's attention during this test is to make it 
a game. Tell them you are going to play "statue" and they must not move. 
Or tell them the keratometer is a rabbit hole and there is a rabbit down 
there. And if they look close they can even see his eye, but they must 
not move or he will run away ( 8 ) . Often times it also helps to have the 
mother or father help steady the child's chin or head. 
If you are set up and ready,. now you.' shoUld be able to flow into 
your retinoscopy testing. 
Subjective Testing: RetinoscopY 
Distance retinoscopy vill be your best estimate of the child's re­
fractive status at far. For a target we recommend using the ''Flintstones 
cartoon" cartridge and'a film projector available from the front office in 
clinic. This is very effective for holding a child's attention and if it 
is all set up and ready to go, can be done quickly. If possible, use 
the phoropter and scope as you usually do, using spheres and then cylinder 
to neutralize all motion in both eyes. 
If the patient wants no part of the phoropter, several alternatives 
can be tried. First see if the patient will wear a pair of glasses with 
+2.00 or +l.50 lenses in them ( again, these can be checked out from the 
front office ) . With the glasses on, to account for your working distance, 
you can now use a lens rack or loose lenses to neutralize the reflex. 
For the young patient that rejects trial frames you can try either of 
the following methods. Place a pair of hand held lens flippers (+1.50 
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or +2.00) in front of the child's eyes and ask them to look through the 
"windows" at the cartoon that is playing. Start scoping at your normal 
working distance and vary your working distance until neutral is found. 
This method can also give a good idea of any cylinder, since different 
meridians can each be neutralized. The neutralizing distance can then 
be converted into diopters and you have your estimate (9). A simpler 
version is done by foregoing the working distance lenses, scoping at 
your usµal distance and neutralizing any motion with loose lenses. 
All that remains in oraer to figure out the child's refractive condition 
is to then subtract your working distance from the value. 
Information about the accommodative system can also be collected at 
this time with a quick switch to near retinoscopy. By attaching a white 
ca.rd'_ ( one with a hole i� t]:!_e center ) with pictures of animals on it to 
your retinoscope, an estiria.te of the child's accommodative posture can 
be made using Raynes' �{EM me-th or.. In Haynes' method, loose lenses are 
used.to neutralize the motion seen at 50 cm. This value represents 
where the child's accommodation is relative to the target and can tell 
you whether or not they can respond normally to an accommodative stimulus 
(10). 
Entrance Skills 
Nov it is game time. At this point in the routine you are interested 
in eye movements, cover test and t he NPC. The attention span of the child 
vill determine, in part, what fixation object is used. If the child's 
attention is easy to hold, it is best to use a small target such as a 
bead with an acuity letter on it for testing. If not, then a penlight, 
finger puppets, or toys are usually effective. 
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For the NPC and cover test, the small e.cui ty target is best. We 
recommend also having a pair of !1.00r flippers handy and repeating the 
two tests through plus and minus. Also it is wise to repeat the NPC a 
number of times looking for any breakdown in the convergence. During 
the NPC testing, jump convergences can also be performed by having the 
child release fixation and look at your nose, and then back to the bead. 
Make special notice of which eye goes out, and whether the child notices 
two targets, or suppresses one eye. Lastly, the NPC can be repeated 
from different directions (7). 
With all the equipment handy you can now get into examining the 
motor and fusional abilities of the child. 
Motor and Fusional Testing 
With the bead, penlight or puppet already in hand you can qUickly 
pick up a 6 diopter prism and insert it base in and base out, and see 
if the child can fuse the target. This quick test examines the duction 
abilities of the child. This test should be done at near first and then 
repeated at far. Information about the child's duction recovery ability 
can be discovered by doing a cover, uncover, recovery. In this method, 
you place the same prism over one eye and the occluder over the other. 
Upon removal of the occluder, look for a recovery motion of the eyes and 
ask how many beads the child sees. If�the child sees two and can make the 
necessary recovery with the eye to "make it one", then the ability is there 
{7). 
For testing the phoric posture of the eyes, we recommend using a 
Maddox Rod and a penlight. The �Addox Rod works by disrupting fusion and 
allowing the eyes to drift to their natural postu�e. By holding the 
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Mad·lox Rod with the lines running vertically, a horizontal streak will 
be projected before one eye. By comparing the position of the streak 
with the light itself seen by the uncovered eye, an evaluation of any 
vertical deviation can be ma.de. 
With pre-schoolers, a good way to find out what they are seeing is by 
lab�ling the streak as a baseball bat or stick and the light as a ball 
(11) . Then you ask if the stick will hit the ball or miss it by being 
tog high or low. Any deviation then can be neutralized by prisms until 
the bat "hits" the ball. Testing is done at near and then far. 
0 
The orientation of the rod can then be changed 90 , projecting 
a vertical streak, and the procedure can be repeated for any lateral 
phoria in the same manner. 
For testing suppression, a four-dot flashlight and red-green glasses 
can be used. In this test a pattern of four colored dots (2 green, one 
red, one white ) are illuminated by a flashlight and shown to the young 
patient who is wearing red-green glasses. 
If both eyes are functioning normally, the child should see four dots; 
two green, one red, and one a luster of red-green. If the child is sup-
pressing one eye then either a "three green" or "two red" response will 
be given. Testing should be done at near and far. Do the test first in 
normal illumination and if a suppression response is given then repeat 
the test in the dark. If they suppress even in the dark then it is a 
fairly deep suppression (7). 
The final test we recommend is the use of the stereo fly or reindeer 
to evaluate stereop•is. The pre-schoolers love this test and are of�en 
reluctant to give up the "magic" polaroid glasses. The best way to ad-
15 
minister this test is to have the child put on the glasses, hand him the 
fly and simply ask, "What is this a picture of?" After you get an answer, 
next ask the child to touch the wings. Repeat the procedure after turn­
ing the fly upside down. Now, of course, the Yings should project down 
into the card. Record if the child gave a normal response to your ques­
tions and also the distance above the pictures the wings were touched (9). 
Now that the child is familiar with the testing procedure and you 
have established the fact that they do have gross stereopsis from the fly 
you can get a good estimate of the childs best stereo acuity from the 
Wirt stereo test dots opposite the fly. In the dot test, a series of 
four dots are presented to the child. One of the four in each group has 
a disparity in it that causes it to float out. A good way to test the 
pre-schooler is ask them i.f any of the "buttons" float out and if they 
do, to push them with their finger. Continue along the group until two 
errors are made. The last correct answer then represents the childs 
stereo acuity (9) 
By this time, you have gathered quite a bit of information about 
your patient. You know about the child's visual acuity and health of 
the eye, as well as the general refractive status of the visual system. 
You also know the capabilities of the accommodative and convergence 
systems, the ability for normal eye movement, and the phoric state of 
the eyes. Lastly, you have e.x:e.mined the possibility of any suppression 
effecting vision and have evaluated the stereopsis of the patient. 
We hope clinicians at Pacific will find our routine and form helpful 
in examining pre-school children. As stated in the beginning of the paper, 
our purpose was in giving the clinician a good starting point from which 
to develop his own exam. In the next section of our paper we offer a 
16 
collection of additional testing techniques drawn from the literature that 
riay be used to expand ones own routine. 
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CHILDREN'S INFORMATION FORM Date :_'.(;:·;�_..: ------
.. .__ " · Child ts Name Date or Birth Ar.a __ _ 
}!' \': ·. -------------· ------'· " .· Address Phone ______ _ 
�" k.:. .. 
. .. 
·, 
· .. ; .. �· 
.,,, _, 
; _,. 
, ... " 
•'i 
... 
' 
. 
. 
, · Parent 1 a· Names 
-----------���-�-
-- -
6 • .;: ' .  : .�.,.-
. Posture 
--
Head position 
-
.;E.1e -�tr;y -.. -
RECEIVING ROOM OBSERVATIONS 
Abnormal Notes 
-
. 
-
- , 
-
OCUIAR PROBLEMS 
In what wq does your child seem to have visual difficulties? 
. 
Does she/he 
0 Blur � ' � .. 0 Headache& , 0 Diplopia . 
0 llching 0 Burning 0 Tearing 0 Secretions 
0 Injection 0 Pain 
0 Pholophobia 0 Halos 
0 Ocular Fatigue 
0 Blinking 0 Squinting 
0.Float.,. 
T 
ever complain about 
. -
- -
any of the following: 
.. 
• - - ·  
:-r· .'Have pa.-ent• or teacher's ever noticed any or the following: 
I 
' 
: 
-
. 
holding objects- vecy close to examine 
- closing one eye or covering one eye 
eyes frequently red · 
- !requent styes 
- excessive eye rubbing 
- excessive blinking 
- child bothered by light 
--- inability to see distant objects 
- bumping into objects . 
' 
\ 
OCUIAR HISTORY 
.. 
When 
-
-
� 
When . 
...  '· 
. •'' � . 
1 First Vision Exam and Results -------�----�-------�E.:..ye=-:::0..:o.:c:.:.to::.r_' _______ _. Last Vision Exam and Results . E_ye Doctor 
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ADDITIONAL TESTING METEODS 
Visual Acuity at Far 
Often it  i s  hard to get a good response out of the pre-s chooler re-
gardless of the kind of chart proj ected up on the s creen.  One method 
that often helps is usi ng an i lliterate E blo ck ; a small black of vood 
.,_ 
or cardboard with different s i zes  of the letter E on each face . The 
clinician or one of the parents 
can stand at 20 feet and hold the 
block in different orientations , 
while the child identifies the pos ition using either bis fingers or a 
cut-out cardboard E .  Each time the ch ild demonstrates a sufficient number 
of correct responses with a �ertain s i ze ( th ree different orientations 
is usually enough) the next s i ze can be t ried.  On each face are listed 
the acuity that that s i ze of letter represents at 20 feet . 
Dangled Bell 
Dr . Getman and the Optometri c Extens ion Program have devised  a whole 
rout ine  for testing ocular-motor ability using a bell dangling from a 
string . This approach is  especially interested in the developmental 
stages of the child' s  ability to "reach" , "grasp" , and "release" the b ell 
••ith their eyes . A great deal of  attention i s  paid  to the quality of  
the responses , such as , how quickly the eyes fixate the bell and wh�ther 
steady fixation is maintaine d ,  as the clinician goes through the usual 
moti ons involved i n  testing NPC and rotations . More information about 
this method can be found i n  Dr. Getman ' s  book t itled , "Techniques and 
Diagnostic Criteria for the Optometric Care of Children ' s  Vision" ( 2) .  
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-Dynami c Ret ino s copy 
An alte rnate approach t o  us ing stat i c  retinos copy for evaluati ng the 
refractive status of the pre-s chool chil d  i s  that of dynami c retinos copy 
( 10 ) .  Thi s method of near retinos copy i s  mos t  e ffe ct ive with the pati ent 
who can not keep hi s eyes out on the far target . In thi s method all s c o­
ping i s  done up clos e us i ng near point cards ·for the target . The advan­
tage here i s  that the child ' s  attention i s  focused right where you want 
it at the reti no s cope and there i s :  less of a tendency for the child t o  
gaze o ff .  
The key to suc c es s ful dynami c retinos copy li e s  i n  three factors : 
a good selection o f  target s ,  a keen eye at estimati ng motion , and a few 
� i e ce s  of graph paper . For the target s it i s  re commended to paste p i c­
tures of animals aroun� the hole i n  one of the blank near retinos copy 
cards avai lable at the books tore . Thi s card can then be attached t o  the 
reti nos cope and all s coping i s  done through the hole in the cente r .  
I n  the testing s equence , dynami c ret i nos copy fi ts i n  best when i t  
follows the MEM. From s coping the two eyes i n  the MEM method , the doctor 
can get a good i dea of any cylinder in the vi sual system as well as any 
ani seikoni a . This i s  where a keen eye at estimati ng mot i on comes i n . 
At the start of MEM ,  before any lens e s  are used , a qui ck survey of the 
visual system is made . The �linician first asks the chi ld to look at 
the p i c tures and name the animals . Wh i le the child examines the p i c ­
ture s , each meri dian of the two eyes are s cope d .  Any not i ceable di f­
ference in motion between two me ri di ans of one eye could be i nterpret ed 
as cylinde r .  For example : "neutral" was s ee n  in the hor i z ontal me ri dian 
and a diopter of ''wi th" was s ee n  in the vertical .  Thi s would i ndi cate 
one diopter of minus cylinder , axi s  90° , would be nee ded to neut rali ze 
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the system .  By keeping the s ame di stance and comparing the amount o f  
moti on between the two eyes , a n  i ndi cation o f  ani s e ikonia can b e  ma.de . 
For example : as sume the left eye was s c oped as "neutral" , then keeping 
the same distance , the pati ents right eye i s  s coped and one d1 opter of 
"with " is seen in all meridians . This indi cates a strong pos s ibility of 
one diopter of ani s e ikoni a · in the system .  
The next step i n  dynami c ret inos copy would b e  t o  perform a s eri es 
o f  monocular high neut ral tests on the child and plot the findi ngs out 
on a piece o f  graph paper .  Th e  high neutral t e s t  c an b e  done two ways . 
The first metho d involve s usi ng di fferent test di stances .  I f  the 
child will tolerate the phoropter , you s:ilmply occlude one eye and:. run 
a normal high neutral at 25  cm ( +4 ) and 50 cm ( +2 ) . In thi s procedure , 
the patient i s  plus sed up un�il agai ns t  motion i s  s een for that target 
distance , then the sphere power is reduced until first neutral i s  s een . 
By repeating the test at a s e cond di stance , two points can now be graphe d ,  
us ing accommodation for the abs c i s s a  and di stance a.long the ordinant . 
A line conne cting the point s  can then be extrapolated out to the far 
point . For an example , let ' s  s ay the following lens powers were re-
c orde d :  
card distance 
25 cm 
50 cm 
Distance 
in MA 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
accommodative demand 
! 
4D 
2D 
" 
I I 
, 
� 
- · 
I' 
I 
/ 
/ 
/ I' 
I 
I 
' 
lens value for neutral 
/ 
-- -
+ 3 . 00D 
+2 . 50D 
·v v .v: 
/ ,v, / : 
2 1 0 l 2 3 Accommodation 
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By extending the line out to far you can make a good estimate that this 
child i s  about two di9pters hyperopi c .  By doing the test monocularly you 
decrease any e ffects of convergence and also  you can get on axi s  better .  
It  i s  important to mention that you must encourage the child t o  examine the 
pictures to assure sufficient accommodative stimulus and often it . is · a  � 
good i dea to  have them point at the animals . 
A s econd method of arriving at a high neutral finding can be accom-
plished without the phoropter.  In  this method ,  di fferent powers are 
placed before the eye and the distance is  varied to find the first neutral . 
For this test you will need two sets of kid ' s  frames , one set containing 
a plus 4 . 00D lens on one s ide and a piece of cardboard for an occluder on 
the other.  The second pair i s  set  up in a s imilar fashion utili zing a 
plus 2 lens . 
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Agai n ,  the animal card i s  used and the examiner positions himself at a 
distance that gives an against motion , with one of the pairs o f  glasses on . 
The di stance that first gives a neutral motion on moving away from the 
patient is then converted to its dioptric equivalent and recorded . Usi ng 
the two powers o f  lenses again should give us two points that can be  
plotted on  the graph , and extrapolated out to the endpoint . For example ,  
the following distances were recorde d :  
lenses before eye 
+4D 
+2D 
distance for neutral 
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33cm 
66cm 
converted to diopters 
3 . 00D 
l. 50D 
!> I I i I 
4 
3 
Distance 
in MA 2 
1 
/! vi I -
I 
,Vi I 
... 
' v I I ' I I I // ! I 
0 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 
Acconnnodation 
Connect i ng the two point s  and ext e nding the l i ne t o  far shows us our 
pat ient i s  approximately emmetrop i c  at far .  Both o f  the te chniques c an 
be per formed b i nocularly i f  the p at i e nt balks at having one eye occluded. 
However ,  the neutral points that are plotted become more variable due t o  
the added factor o f  the convergence system .  With the monocular te chni que 
you only need t o  measure one me ridian o f  one eye at the two di s tances . 
Any further i n formation ab o'!_t_ th e sys tem can be supplied by the cyli nder 
and ani s e i konia fi ndi ngs re corded dur i ng the MEM ( 10 ) .  
Bell RetinoscopY 
Bell ret i nos copy i s  a dynami c ret i no s copy method that supplies i nfor-
mati on about the eye s ' point i ng and focus i ng ab il ity , as well as helps 
determine the b e s t  f'un ctional lens p res cription for near work ( 12 )  
The te chni que i s  performed i n  the following way : the cli ni cian po-
s i t i on s  hims elf at h i s  working dis tance on eye level with the s ub j e ct 
wnile aligning h i s  ret i nos cope w i th the bri dge of the sub j ect ' s  nose . 
The target for thi s t e s t  i s  a half- inch chrome sphere with a b lack , thi n  
handle used for hold i ng . The t e s t  i s  begun by obs erving the re flex i n  
the chi ld ' s ey�s whi l e  t h e  target i s  p o s it ioned a t  the c li ni c i ans forehead . 
The s phere i s  then moved toward the patient along the midline whi le 
watching for changes i n  reflex . 
Autho rities have di fferent optni ons on exactly what bell ret inoscopy 
can tell you , but all agree on one thing , you want to fi nd the d i s tances 
where you obs e rve a change from "with"· mot i on (wh i ch is expe cted at the 
s tart ) to "neutral " ,  to "aga i ns t "  mot ion . Once you have ob s e rve d a con­
vi ncing 0 against "  motion you move the sphere back toward your s cope and 
aga i n  record the d i s tances where the motion changes .  
A n ormal respons e would cons i s t  o f  ob s e rving "wi th " mot i on at the 
s tart with changes to an " agai nst "  mot ion from 17 to 14 i n ches from the 
sub j ect . Coming back out , the • change over to "wi th " should o c cur around 
15 to 18 i nshe s ( 12 ) . 
The re sponses o f  b ell reti no s copy can tell you much ab out the chi ld ' s 
vi s ual system . Fi rst , bell ret inos copy can be us e d  to find the mos t  ap­
propri ate lens power for a near add . If the chi l d ' s  respon s e s  are ab­
normal under the original t e s t i ng of bell retinoscopy , you can then re­
peat the process us ing various plus lense s .  The lens power that mos t  
clos ely approximate s a normal respons e would be the one p re s c ribed ( 12) . 
Se condly , bell reti nos copy can be used to determine the flexibi li ty o f  
the system .  I f ,  wi th plus lenses the di stances rema i n  the s ame , but there 
i s  a smoother s h i ft of moti ons , a b ri ghter re flex , or a s li ght pup i l  
di lat ion , then the sys tem i s  cons i de red flexible and should r e spond to 
plus lenses . I f ,  on the other hand , the plus lens es move the change-
ove r di s tance out even farther , and the reflex dulls , then the pat ient ' s  
vi s ual sys tem i s  not likely to bene fi t from plus ( 12 ) .  
Bell reti nos copy also c an play a big part in de c i ding whether a 
b i focal approach to myopi a control would be of bene fi t . With the myop i c  
pre- s chooler ,  a n  " against "  mot i on will be a typ i cal respons e right ftoa 
·the s tart . I f ,  under repeated test ing through plus lens e s , an i n cre a s e d  
" against'l_-moti on i s  ob s e rved , then plus lens es would not be advi s e d .  I f , 
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on the othe r hand , the child vho i s  myopi c  does show a normal response i n  
bell ret i nos copy , o r  vith plus lens e s  shovs normal , then a plus add could 
be cons i de re d .  
Book Retinos copr 
Book retinos copy i s  another form o f  dynamic near retinos copy . In 
this case , you are interested i n  the changes going on i n  the visual mech­
anism vhile the pre-s chooler i s  busy looking at p i ctures of obj e ct s  or 
letters . In terms o f  lens therapy , thi s  method can tell you quite a bit 
about whether plus lens e s  at near will benefit the chi ld i n  any near vork . 
The technique cons i s t s  o f  having the child obs e rve a pi cture book 
vhi le you position your retinos cope right at . the top ( s coping over the 
book and i n  the same plane ) _�nd ask que s t i ons about the pi cture s . As 
the child s cans the book in s earch o f  an answer for you:r question , you 
s cope the eyes and obs e rve the re flex expecially at the poi nt vhere the 
child appears to have found the answer .  You want t o  pay parti cular att­
ent i on t o  the amount of motion and the color o f  the reflex as the child 
reads . The testing can then b e  repeated with plus lense s  whi le looking 
for an improvement in motion and brightness of reflex . A normal response 
i n  thi s  test would be a fluctuati ng system where moti on can shift from 
+l . 00 to -1 . 00 and color changes frequ ently to �right red ( 2 )  
7 Cro s s - cylinder at Far 
A 7 c ros s - cylinder i s  one sub j e ctive test that very o ften can be us ed 
with p re-s choolers vhen set up the right way . Usi ng the aperature adj ust­
ment on the A . O .  proj e ctor , the 4 diamond chart can be reduced to two 
di amonds - one oriented 4 5 ° , the other i35 •. 
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By using the Cl'Oss-cylinders oriented 4 5  or 135 and a little plus over 
your estimated #4 retinos copy , your young patient often will recogni ze 
one set as "blacker'' . Have the child tap the chair with the hand that 
is on the same side as the blacker lines . This reduces any confusi on that 
often comes along with rights and left s .  Then start reducing plus unti l 
the child taps the oppos ite hand.  Repeat for the other eye . Not only 
can this test give you a good idea of the child ' s  7a ( 7cc + . 25D ) , but com-
paring the two eyes gives you i nformation about any ani seikonia ( 10 ) .  
Suppres sion Tests 
1 .  Vertical Prism Response 
Vertical prism testing probes the stability of the child.'· s bi nocularity 
( 2 ) .  What you are interested in , mai nly , i s  whether the pre-schooler per-
ceives  a diplopia response when his vision i s  di sassociated by inj e cting 
a 6 diopter �prism before one eye .  I f  the child does suppress  one eye 
under stress ( such as the prism) , then only one target wi ll be  not i ced . 
A small spot of light makes a sufficient target and should be  used for 
both near and far testing ( 2 ). 
2 .  Red Glass Response 
This technique is another means of testing the stabi lity of bin-
ocularity . In this method , a red lens is  placed over one of the chi ld ' s  
eyes while a penlight i s  presented as a target . Questions are asked con-
cerning what exactly the child sees and what colors are seen . A normal 
response would be one light that has a pink luster color. Any response 
of two lights or one red or one white indicates a breakdown in binocularity 
and should be explored ( 2 ). 
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Keystone Skill Cards 
The value of the keystone skill cards should never be overlooked as 
a source of  information for your pre-school patient . 
All of the cards are fair game for your testing procedure with the 
exception of  the Acuity cards . With the keystone cards , information a­
bout lateral phorias at tar can be collected from the dog and pig card ( # 1 )  
and the arrow and numbers ( #9 ) , while the horizontal line and figures 
card ( 8c )  tells you about any vert ical phoria .  
Fusional abilities are explored in the 3 ball card ( 4k )  and stereo 
appreciation is examined in the large rectangle card ( #6d ) , with twelve 
rows of figures . 
The phoria cards and 3 ball card are al so available for testing at 
near. - ---
Lancaster Test 
The Lancaster test is  designed to give you information about the 
stability of the child ' s  binocularity in a quick and easy manner.  For 
this procedure , you will need the following equipment : 
1 .  pair of red-green glasses  
2 .  p�ir . ot pointer flash lights - adapted s o  one i s  red and one is  
green. 
The flashlights you can make yourself by purchasing two "Capro" brand 
lights (available from Illinois College of Opt . Bookstore ) and wedging a 
s quare of anaglyph material in the lamp housing between bulb and lens . 
These flashlights have an arrow-like projected filament and can be fo­
cused at close distances .  The procedure i s  simple ; the red-green glasses 
disassociate the two eye s  with the red s i de seeing the red arrow and the 
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green s ide seeing the green arrov. 
The first test is  done by having the chi ld view the two flashlights 
as they are held side .:by s i de in an uncrossed pattern . Questions asked 
about which color is higher ( if any ) can tell you about any hyperposturing 
in the visual system. An estimation of  vertical phoria can be made by 
using prisms until the lights are " side by s ide" . This test can also be 
done by proj ecting the lights onto a blank wall or s creen.  While the 
doctor proj ects one target onto the wall (being sure to keep it steady ) , 
the patient holds the other light and attempts to line up the arrows . 
The procedure can be repeated for the nine fixation fields . Special 
notice should be made o f  any reports of a light �going off" or any 
searching e fforts made at locating the light . The test when done in  
this manner become s  one of eye misalignment - whi ch is  a condition of 
strabi smus ( 6 ) . 
AnaglYJ?h Penlight Test  
This technique i s  a simple , yet sophisticated,  test for vertical and 
lateral phoria.  It  can also indicate the quality of  fusional response under 
binocular conditions , the stability of fusion , and fixation stability 
( lateral and vertical ) ( 6 ) . The equipment needed for this test is  the 
following : 
1 .  Pair of red-green glasses 
2. Ray-0-Vac penlight 
3 .  Three half sheets of paper 
Before it c an be used a few adaptations must be made to the penlight . 
The bulb in the penlight i s  covered by a sliding sleeve . The plastie 
cap for a black BIC ball pen is  inserted in the bulb sleeve and marked 
to cut off __so that it will serve as a shield f.or the bulb . A small 
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bole { lmm or so ) is  drilled in the tip of the BIC cap and a spot of red 
anaglyph material is inserted in the cap and secured with s cotch tape . 
The BIC cap i s  now ready to be  placed on the bulb and the sliding s leeve 
is replaced to hold the whole thing together.  
The three half sheets of paper are desigqed in  the following manner .  
On the first half sheet of paper mak e  a cross with a red pencil .  On the 
second sheet of paper make another cross and encircle it ( off center a little ) 
with a heavy black circle . On the third p1ece , make a heavy black 
circle and draw a vertical line within the circ1e ;  the upper half of the 
vertical line should be in red and the lower half in b lack ink . Next 
you need to overlay the lower half of the line and circle with red magic 
marker .  
'----+___..I l __ EE3 __ l I � l 
no. 1 no. 2 no .  3 
The patient wears the red-green glasses and holds the penlight ( red 
light projecte d )  under sheet #1 . The doctor holds the sheet and gives 
instructions . First the patient i s  asked to center the red penlight on 
the cross . The eye with the green lens will see the red cross as black . 
The eye with the red lens can not see the cros s , but will be able to 
see the red light . The position of the light with the cross gives you 
information &bout any phoric behavior . I f  testing i s  done at 50 cm , then 
each 5 mm. of deviation represents one prism diopter .  Uncrossed deviation 
would be the s ituation where the left eye , for example , has the red lens 
before it and the patient places the red light to the left of the cros s , 
this  being an exo-deviation . A normal response on thi s  test would be 
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2 to 6 mm o! ( uncrossed)  exophoria.  This test has extreme repeatabi lity 
and any searching movement vould indicate suppression .  Also make note of 
any vertical showing up in the placement . 
The procedure i s  repeated vith sheet #2 . By adding in  a b inocular 
fusi on target ( the black circle ) thi s  test becomes a fixation disparity 
tes t .  Normal here is  n o  deviation . 
Sheet 13 i s  used without a penlight . In this  test you want to know 
the following information : 
1 .  Does the patient see the upper line ( red , seen by eye vith green 
lens ) and the lower line (black , seen by eye with red lens ) ?  
2 .  Are they seen constantly or do they move or fade? 
3 .  Do they line up straight or is  one slightly to the right or left? 
Turn the paper so the line i s  now hori zontal and repeat the questions . 
Please note sheet #3 i s  a proj ection test and therefore exo i s  now crossed 
and the hyper-eye is  lower .  I n  this test some hori zontal s lip will b e  
frequently seen . 
Infant Testing 
1 .  Infant Vision Testing 
Howe , a British ophthalmologist , says that within the first few weeks 
of life , the infant should be able to fixate and follow a moving penlight 
with both eyes . He suggests using a completely dark room and a bright 
light source when checking pupil reactions because pupils are usually 
small in the infant and react rather sluggi shly . In ophthalmoscopy , the 
normal disc  in the infant i s  frequently very pale or may have a pale-blui sh 
appearance . A pendul�r nystagmus is  often due to retinal di sease , espec­
ially when the cone system is involved.  A congenital nystagmus , on  the 
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other hand , i s  pendular in one pos i t ion and j e rk in anothe r ,  and is not 
due to any retinal problems . The nystagmus is damped when eyes are c on-
verge d ,  re sulting i n  good reading visual acuity ( 4 ) .  
Indra Mohindra , an optometrist , sugge sts the following ( 5 ) :  i nfant s 
( 0- 3  years ) are most attentive while feeding , s o  the exam should be done 
whi le the infant is being bott le- fed or s ucking on a pa c i fie r .  The exam 
can be done in three stages :  1.  External exam - - gros s exte rnal pathology 
detection ; c orneal reflexes ( Hirs chberg & Krimsky ) ; pupi llary s i ze and 
direct , consensual , near , and blink reflexes ; cover test ; versi ons , pur -
s uits , sa.ccade s ; near point o f  convergence ; 4 prism diopter base out pri sm 
test for foveal fixati on ;  Maddox Rod for vert i cal phori a ;  and monocular 
OKN for visual acuity . 2 .  Dynami c ret inoscopy i s  performe d at 5 0  cm 
working distance , using a rens rack . 3 .  Ophthalmos c opy i s  done . 
Dr . Mahindra de s cribes the followi ng technique for non-cycloplegic 
refracti ons (13 ) : the i nfant is held in the lap o f  the parent . Ret inoscopy 
i s  performed i n  total darkne s s  wh i le the i n fant i s  being fed .  One eye 
i s  o ccluded ; the other i s  s coped with the lens rack for sphere and cyli nder 
to neutrality while the infant fixates the ret inos cope light at a 50 cm 
worki ng di stance . The reti nos cope light should be kept at minimal i nten-
s i ty . The net refraction i s  obtained by adj usting the sphere power by 
addi ng (-1 . 25 D ) .  
2 .  Pediatric Ophthalmi c Dispensing 
Margaret Dowal iby feels it i s  important to choose comfortable and 
attractive frames for children -- plas t i c  frame s are best b ecause of the i r  
dUl"abi lity and they stand up the b e s t  a s  the youngster frequently put s 
them on and take s them off (14 ) . Plastic lens es are best due t o  light er 
weight and g reater impact re s i stance . While p las t i c  lenses are eas ier to 
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scratch , this i s  not a problem if  the child is  taught to care for them 
properly , and the length of the pres cription is usually only 6 months to 
one year anyway . For infants ( 0-3 years ) , hard resin lenses should always 
be prescribed due to their lightness  in weight and their impact resistance . 
A problem is  to keep the glas ses on the infant , so a holding strap should 
be given with them. 
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S URVEY OF PRACTITIONERS C ONCERNING CBILllllii:N' S VIS I ON EXAMS 
The re has be en much l i te rature c oncerning vari ous me thods 
cif examinat i on and the rapy for 7oung ohi ldren . In an attempt 
t o '' de t e rmine how muc h o.f the s e  methods on paper are ac tual ly 
us e d  ciinic�l);y in _p:ra.;ctice:, � qy:estiqnaire wa.s sent to thirty 
" Qptdme tr.i�t s  a.nd t�n opnt'i�a.'lmologists . in pr ivate prac t ic e s i n  
Wa.sh�ngto�· and -O�eto�. , Thlrty-t�m . re p l ies we re re c e ive d  ( 2 6  
tr� op tome'trists i.nd 6 �ro.m · opllth�1moiogi sts }, and t he re sults 
• - ; • ' • •  ' ·, ' ·,.' "::j 
• 
�-... • .- - • ·- • • .- . ,,. • 
· �re ta.bula.ted . i� th� �ab.le on the next page � The data inc lude 
va.;i ous o-omm�nts �d te s t�:·:·t hat .the prac t i t i one rs do that we re 
-
-· 
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-
.
. 
.,,, . ' 
-
. 
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.
.
. 
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..
. · 
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n�t- syeo:i.ri;;'a.11,,. l_iited on 'th'e· survey sheet :.., · 
.. • ' • >- - r �- . ' _.._ I �·j_ • ..• • ' & • -
From the results ·�atherecf 'in." 'the siirvey, it appears that 
about one-third of the clinician�· have a "'s i ght-ori e n t e d "  ap­
-pr oa.c h of j us t  be in� sure tha.t the c h i l d  has "'s uf f i c  i ent tt vi s ual 
a.cul ty and non-pathoi o g.i c 3. l  eye he alth . A..l'lother one -t hird of 
�he prac t i t ioners surveye d  do s ome vi s ua l  po s ture a.nd eye c o o r­
d inl'l.t i on te s t in g ,  al t ho ugh t hey d on 1 t inve s t i gat e t he a s pe c t s  o f  
deve l opme n t a l  vis i on very thoroughly;. · About one - s i x t h  inc lude 
• : • ·- · y 
s ome form of general body-vis i on deve l o pmen t  te s t ing, a.nd t he o the r  
s ixth d o  a re lat ive ly c omple te d e ve lopme n t al vis i on re gimen o f  
testing a.nd training. 
As might 'Q e  e x pe c t e d , t he o ph�lmo l o gi s t ' s  re p l i e s  d i d  not 
� s tray from t he s ight -oriented vi ew o f  c he cking v i sua� acui t ie s ,  
pup i l re flexe s , o phthalmo s c o py ,  and re t in o s c o py . One ophthal­
mo l ogi st repl i e d , " I  am up in my 90 ' s  now and only go to the 
office t o  an swe r mai l  • • • For the l as t 1 5 ye ar s of my prac t i c e  
I was alm o s t  e n t ire ly l imi t e d  t o  o phthal mic p l as t i c  s urge ry- .  
I would s ugge s t  t hat y-ou s ubm i t  your que s t i on s  t o  other o pt omo tr i s t s 
( s i c ) • • •  " 
It ap pe ars that more opt ome tr i s t s than n o t  are intere s t e d  
· in the func t i onal as pe c t s o f  v i s i on a s  we l l  a s  t he s tructural . 
Ne arly a l l  O .D . ' s  d o  s ome f o rm o f  b in oc u lari ty- and eye p o s ture 
te s t in g ,  and t he numbe r o f  O . D . ' s  inve s t iga t i n g  the e ye -hand-b ody­
e nvironme n t  c o ord inat i o n  is s t e ad i ly i ncre �s i ng . V i s i o n as a 
func t i o n o f  t he who l e  organ i s m  i s  b e ing e xam i n e d  w i t h  more s c rut iny 
t oday than i t  has in the nas t . 
RES ULTS OF SURVEY OF VAR IOUS PRACTITIONERS ( ?ercentage s  
re fe r t o  the numbe r  o f  prac t i t i o n e r s  re s 9 ond ing pos i tive ly 
t o  t he
-
given s t at e ment ) 
1 .  Provide a. c hi ldre n ' s  c orne r  w i th tab l e , c hai r s , t oys , e t c • • B<YAi 
2 .  Us e a s pe c i al case hi s t ory f orm t hat t he pare nts f i l l  out . 
prior t o  the exam • • • • • • 
3 .  S e t  as ide a s pe c ial da.y or t ime for e x ;:i,;;Jina.t i ons o f  c h i ldren So,;6 
4 .  Take vi sual _acuitie s .• 
5 .  Note pupiiiary re flexe s  • 
.�. Attempt o phtha1mosc opjr. • 
• • • Iii 
• 
• • • • 
• 
• 
• 
7 ,.  Attempt a .Sta.tic retirto'sc,Opy • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
- - �'. -�::.__ . . -:'"_, ... �� - • . :�·· • -. · · .. . ·-r :  - -�- :; . ' . '_.- . - . . 
8 .  Attempt a near re t inosc opy (book , MEM; or be l l )  • 
• 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
9 .  Check pur�ui t.s ·. a."nd ·s a.oca.de�"· • • , ·• • � · • . = • • • 
-· 
1 o .  C�<::k �oss,.·vie�l {l.e�cY� �by bringing in _t�oys , l ight s , ' e t c . , 
- .  · . • . '.. _ '·r. · · - � ; .  /-:: -:.:.w�;: .1_·.:: : . .. �·· . : _d·· ,.�: .• · .·!- " t . � · � r .. · 
• -
.... ·:� :!rom the· '  side · . . -:. . . : · :' ·=·�· '· " ·-;._�'I -.. • "' .; . ..•. a • • • • 
. J • • · ·� • 
1 1  • Ne
'
ar
· 
po int 6:r··-c onve rg:�b-e. · • �- ' • • • • • • • • 
1 2 .  Maddo:;i rod te$t :for ve rt ical and late ral phorias . • 
1 3 . Re d l�ns. t e s t. for s uppre s s i o� • • • • 
1 4 .  C ove r t e s t  • 
1 5 . 
·- ·•· 
• • • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
• • 
• 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
1 6 .  
Attempt ke rat ome t ry • • • 
Loo se prism (6 pri 13m d i opte r )  
and fus i on ab i l i  tyr • -. • 
B . o .  and B: . I .  t o  te s t  duc ti ons 
1 7 . S tere ofly • • • ! • • 
1 8 .  Analglyph pen
.
l ight . t e s t ing • 
' 
.� . 
• • • • 
• • • !' 
• • • • 
1 9 . Hir;�hbe rg t e s t · • . . � • • • • • • 
2 0 .  A t t e mpt the Keyst one s ki l l  card s • • • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• • 
• 
2 1 . Lancaster te s t • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
2 2 . Rout ine l7 do cyc l oplegi c re frac t i ons • • • • • • 
• 96% 
• 7 So,;6 
• 82% 
• 7� 
• 62% 
55% 
• 27% 
• 55% 
• 3 3% 
• 1 7°� 
• 85% 
• 42% 
• 17% 
• 72% 
7% 
7% 
• 
• 
• 5 5% 
• 1 2% 
• 1 7%  
2 3 .  Do some form o f  t he d e ve l o pme n t a l  ( O .E . P . ) te s t ing s e r i e s , 
i . e . , peg board , form board s , c o py forms , c halkbo ard work , 
v i s ua l  forms , tac tual forms , s i ze b l ocks , inc omp l e t e  man , 
spontane ous drawing, walking rai l ,  t rampo l i ne , swinging b al l ,  
e tc . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
24 . Spe c ifically d o  t he Ge tman deve l opmental bat t e ry 
• • • 
• • • 
2 5 .  O c c as i on a l ly use the A . O .  ve c t ogra:p h i c  fixat i on di s par ity: 
t e s t •-the c h i l d  i s  given drawings o f  various re s pons e s  
whi c h  c l o s e ly mat c he s  what h e  se e s  • • • 
( c ontinued ) 
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• 35% 
• 1 7%  
5% 
RE SULTS OF S URVEY OF VAR IOUS PRACT IT IOJ'.1ERS ( continued ) 
2 6 . S e t  a. minimum age l imit on examinati ons • • • • • • 1 7%  
(A ) Five -ye ar-old minimum age • • • • • • • • • 5% 
(B) Two-ye a:r-old minimum a.ge • • • • • • • • • • 3°h 
(c ) On1!-ye ar-o ld minimum age • • • • • • • • 3% 
{:D ) Sii:-ntonth-o�d 
.' 
minimum age • • • • • • • 3% 
· �� (s ) ...... . . One-hour-old minimum age • • • • • � 
_ ,  
- t 
·. 
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